
Helping Verbs—a Primer 

simple words and phrases that adjust verbs’ tense, form or meaning 
 

A helping verb (also known as an auxiliary or a modal verb) belongs to an important group of words that readers and 
writers understand.  Some helping verbs are single words; others take the form of phrases of words working together to 
adjust the verb.  Notice the subtle difference in the following sentences, which have their helping verbs underlined: 

 The jury should be finding the defendant guilty of the ghastly crime. 

 The jury should have found the defendant guilty of the ghastly crime. 

 The jury did find the defendant guilty of the ghastly crime. 

 Some juries do find the defendants guilty of ghastly crimes. 

 The jury must have found the defendant guilty of the ghastly crime. 

What’s the subtle difference in meaning of these five sentences?  How do the 
helping verbs adjust the meaning, form, or tense of the verb that is being used? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

When there is just one helping verb, it must come from the two lists on the left: 

1. I should try harder in class. (try is the verb here.) 

2. My teachers do remind me to study. 

3. Kris will help me with the new science notes. 

4. Did I use the restroom? (Helping verbs often come first when writing yes/no questions.) 

5. Now…compose five short and simple sentences in three minutes that use a different 

helping verb from the first two lists above. Can you make that happen? Can your 

sentences each be unique?  Can they all start with a different subject?  Go! 
 

When there are multiple words helping the verb, the other two lists may be used 

to change the tense/meaning of the sentence’s verb: 

1. I could have asked for my allowance yesterday. 

2. Danika should have been keeping my secret. 

3. Would you have eaten the escargot? 

4. Homework might be keeping you from sleep. 

5. Now… compose five sentences in five minutes that use multiple helping verbs from all 

four different lists above.   

Modal helping verbs: 

can     could 

may    might 

will would 

shall should  

must 

To do as a 

helping verb: 

do did 

    does 

To have as a 

helping verb: 

has had 

    have 

To be as a helping verb: 

is     am      are 

was      were 

be    been   being 



The words never and not are adverbs, but when used in most sentences, they 

attach themselves to the helping verbs, not the verbs.  Many contractions (won’t, 

didn’t, but not it’s) are helping verbs combing with the word not.  Here are helping 

verb sentences that use not and never: 

 

1. I didn’t (did not) eat carbohydrates for, like, two months. 

2. Dahlia would have never been singing in public without her parents’ approval. 

3. Have you really never seen the movie Casablanca? 

4. The extra guests couldn’t have slept in the lobby. (note: not “couldn’t of”) 

5. Now… compose three sentences in three minutes that use multiple helping verbs from 

all four different lists on the other side of this handout, as well as using the word never 

or a form of the word not in the sentences. 

 

This handout is part of an online lesson found at the “Always Write!” 
website: http://corbettharrison.com 
 
Please share this lesson with your colleagues. 
 

http://corbettharrison.com/

